Most Chinese people know about the 36 Strategies. They are widely known and applied in today's business world.

A way of thinking about the 36 Strategies is that they are like Chinese idioms. They are learnt through families, friends and, to a lesser degree, at school.

Knowing the 36 Strategies is a crucial part of knowing how to understand and conduct business with Chinese people.

An example of one of the 36 Strategies:

Strategy 3: Murder with a Borrowed Knife

This means: To preserve your own strength by getting others to help you achieve your goals.

An example: In a business negotiation the head person may not be the one who raises questions such as ‘can you reduce the price?’ The person who asks this will be someone with much less status. The head person is therefore preserving his/her own strength.

Who will benefit?

Company directors, business leaders, managers and team leaders, exporters and importers...anyone who has dealings with Chinese businesses and Chinese staff.
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